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Abstract
Micro-contact printing ( tCP) is a technology that prints directly off a patterned elastomeric stamp
by transferring only a molecular monolayer of ink to a surface, providing a low-cost, high-
resolution and widely applicable method of nano-scale patterning. Roll to roll is recognized as
one of the most promising models for high volume micro-contact printing since it offers
advantages such as high throughput, convenient material handling and conformal contact
propagation. We have designed and built a tool to study the behavior of micro-contact printing in
a roll to roll paradigm, with the three fold objective of printing at high speeds, over large areas
and obtaining good quality. A speed of as high as 400 feet/min was achieved with good printing
quality. This thesis provides details of this roll to roll high speed micro-contact printing technique
from mechanical design to system control to final experiment result analysis, with a concentration
in system control. We were also able to keep the distortions to as low as 28 microns over an area
of 5.8"x5" and maintain dimensional distribution within 1 micron. A proof-of-concept continuous
etching tool was also built to match the speed of the print tool.
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1 Overview of the Thesis
1.1 Introduction
Micro-fabrication is one of the most important areas that enables today's achievement of
information technology. It is ubiquitous in the fabrication of sensors, micro-reactors,
combinatorial arrays, micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), micro-analytical systems, and
micro-optical systems 10. The current dominant micro-fabrication technology is photolithography,
which is essentially used to fabricate all integrated circuits. However, photolithography suffer
from some limitations such as high-cost, can only apply to planar surfaces, and directly applicable
only to a limited set of photosensitive materials [2].
Micro-contact printing (jICP), a recent technology that prints directly off a patterned elastomeric
stamp by transferring only a molecular monolayer of ink to a surface, gives rise to an alternative
method of low-cost, large area, high-resolution and widely applicable method of micro-
fabrication [2]. It has been demonstrated with a resolution of 30nm and a minimum feature size of
40nm with millisecond deposition times.
Promising as Micro-contact printing is, its production is still at lab-scale level. High throughput,
high resolution manufacturing methods need to be explored to enable the high volume
manufacturing and achieve the scale economy.
Traditional roll to roll flexography printing has long been proven to be a robust, high throughput
technique of printing. It also has the advantage of being able to print on a wide variety of
substrates [3]. It has been successfully used in printing RFID tags at large volume, as well as
printed batteries, organic circuits, photovoltaics and low-cost lighting [4]. The highest resolution
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possible in flexography today is approximately 20pm, but it has achieved higher resolutions in
trials in the printed electronics area [5].
In light of the success of roll to roll flexography printing in these areas, we applied it to our
project to combine it with the gCP. Results shown that the design is promising. We were able to
achieve good printing quality and small distortion at high throughput and the process is robust
and highly repeatable.
The thesis is organized as follows: the rest of the first chapter describes the objectives, approach
and scope of this project as well as the task division in this project. The second chapter gives an
extensive literature review of the traditional printing method and pCP. In Chapter 3, the design
detail of the printing tools used in this project is discussed. Control system design and
optimization as well as control algorithm are discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 explains about the
design of experiments. Experiment results and analysis are further studied in Chapter 6. Chapter 7
gives a conclusion to the project. Future works are discussed in Chapter 8.
1.2 Objectives
The objective of this project is to develop knowledge about roll to roll continuous gCP.
Specifically, we are going to develop tools and techniques for which can achieve: high quality,
over a large area and at a high speed (>100 feet/min).
As the main part of the project, a pCP machine was built to demonstrate high speed continuous
micro-contact printing; a continuous etching machine was also built that can etch the substrates
processed by the printing machine. Both machines are completely automatic from substrate
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supply to final substrate collecting. A set of stamp making tools were also used to supply high
quality- large scale PDMS stamps used on the printing machine.
1.3 Approach
We used the combination of roll to roll flexography printing method and tCP techniques as the
major mechanical design concept; apply active feed-back control on web motion and tension;
adopt design of experiments (DOE) techniques to optimize the process parameters and minimize
noise disturbance so as to achieve the aim of high quality, large print area and high speed pCP.
Figure 1-1 shows a schematic of the roll to roll micro-contact printing process.
Z Zz z
z co .
SUPPLY Z , COLLECTSUPPLY _ ni I:
IIIIIN4
Figure 1-1 A schematic of the roll to roll micro-contact printing process
1.4 Scope
The scope of our project is limited to pCP on gold substrates using Hexadecane Thiol [6]. Since
the focus of this project is to demonstrate the possibility of high-speed, high-volume production
using the micro-contact printing technology. The limitation to gold substrate and Hexadecane
Thiol allowed us to concentrate on the design and optimization of the manufacturing process.
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1.5 Task Division
This project is mainly divided into three parts with each team member be responsible for one part
but also participated by other members. Adam Stagnaro is responsible for mechanical design
(printing and etching machine) [7], Kanika Khanna is responsible for experiment design and
analysis [8]. I am responsible for Electronic and Control Systems Design as well as PLC
programming. We did all the machine assembly and experiments as a team.
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2 Scientific and Engineering Foundation
2.1 Soft Lithography
2.1.1 Introduction
Soft lithography is a set of micro-fabrication methods that can form nano-scale pattern by using a
patterned elastomeric as the stamp to form a contact on the molecular scale between the stamp
and substrates [1].
In the area of micro-fabrication, photolithography is always the dominant technology. However,
it also suffers from some drawbacks. For example, it has a relatively high cost; it is not suited for
patterning non-planar surfaces; it provides almost no control over the chemistry of the surface and
hence is not very flexible in generating patterns of specific chemical functionalities on surfaces
(e.g. for anchorage-dependent tissue culture or combinatorial chemistry); it can generate only
two-dimensional microstructures; and it is directly applicable only to a limited set of
photosensitive materials (e.g. photoresists) [1]. The characteristics of photolithography are such
that it is relatively little used for micro-fabrication based on materials other than photoresists; to
work with other materials it is necessary to attach chromophores or add photosensitizers, and
neither type of procedure is convenient. Thus, the technique of soft lithography which can be
used to produce pattern with dimensions as low as 30 nm, provides an alternative, non-
photolithographic set of micro-fabrication methods which generates micropatterns and
microstructures at low cost and with wide range of application from [1].
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Definition of patterns
Materials that can be
patterned directly
Surfaces and
structures that can
be patterned
Current limits to
resolution
Minimum fearure
size
Rigid photomask(patterned Elastomeric stamp or mold(a
Cr supported on a quartz PDMS block patterned with
plate) relief features
Photoresists(polymers with
photo-sensitive additives)
SAMs on Au and SiO 2
Planar surfaces
2-D structures
-250 nm(projection)
-100 nm(laboratory)
-100nm (?)
Photoresistsa,e
SAMs on Au, Ag, Cu, GaAs,
Al, Pd, and SiO 2a
Unsensitized polymers(epoxy,
PU, PMMA, ABS, CA, PS,
PE, PVC)b-e
Precursor polymers(to
carbons and ceramics)cd
Polymer beadsd
Conducting polymersd
Colloidal materialsa,d
Sol-gel materials c d
Organic and inorganic saltsd
Biological macromoleculesd
Both planar and nonplanar
Both 2-D and 3-D structures
-30nmab, -60nme, -1 pmd' e
(laboratory)
10(?) - 100nm
a-c Made by (a)pCP. (b) REM. (c) pTM. (d) MIMIC. (e) SAMIM. PU: polyurethane; PMMA:
poly(methyl methacrylate); ABS; poly(acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene); CA; cellulose acetate;
PS: polystyrene; PE: polyethylene; and PVC: poly(vinyl chloride)
2.1.2 Soft Lithography Taxonomy
As a family of related patterning approaches, soft lithography is mainly composed of several
similar techniques including: micro-contact printing (pCP), replica molding (REM),
microtransfer molding (pTM), micromolding in capillaries (MIMIC), solvent-assisted
micromolding (SAMIM), etc [1].
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These techniques share some common features: i) They all use a patterned elastomer as stamp
which is made using a silicon master. ii) The master is usually fabricated using high-resolution
techniques such as photolithography or e-beam. Figure 2-lillustrated the components of the Soft-
lithography. Figure 2-1 (a) is a diagram of process: A prepolymer (2) covering the master (1) is
cured by heat or light, and demolded to form an elastomeric stamp (3). The stamp is inked by
immersion (4) or contacted with an ink pad (5), and printed onto the substrate (6), forming a self-
assembled monolayer (SAM). The ink pattern (7) is then transferred into the substrate by a
selective etch (8). Figure 2-1 (b) is the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of the
master, Figure 2-1 (c) is the image of the stamp, and Figure 2-1 (d) is a SEM micrograph of a
printed and etched pattern.
(a)
Figure 2-1(a) Diagram of process (b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of the
master, (c) image of the stamp, and (d) SEM micrograph of a printed and etched pattern
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In the rest of the thesis, we exclusively focus on one of the soft lithography family- the micro-
contact printing (gCP) technique [2].
2.1.3 Micro-contact Printing
Micro-contact printing (pCP) is one technique of the soft lithography family. It uses the relief
pattern on the surface of a PDMS stamp to form patterns of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)
on the surfaces of substrates by contact. Microcontact printing differs from other printing
methods in the use of self-assembly (especially, the use of SAMs) to form micropatterns and
microstructures of various materials [1].
In this section, different aspect of the micro-contact printing technique is discussed, from the
process to the application to the essential characteristics of lCP. Limitations and potential
applications are also discussed.
2.1.3.1 Principle of Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAM)
Self-assembly is the spontaneous aggregation and organization of subunits (molecules or micro-
scale objects) into a stable, well defined structure via non-covalent interactions. The information
that guides the assembly is coded in the properties (e.g. topologies, shapes, and surface
functionalities) of the subunits; the individual subunits will reach the final structure simply by
equilibrating to the lowest energy form. Because the final self-assembled structures are close to or
at thermodynamic equilibrium, they tend to form spontaneously and to reject defects. Thus self-
assembly provides a simple route to certain types of structures. A variety of strategies of self-
assembly has been developed and employed to fabricate two- and three-dimensional structures
with dimensions ranging from molecular, through microscopic, to macroscopic sizes [1]. Figure
2-2 shows a unique multilayer landscape made by micro-contact printing. The use the self
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assembly of polystyrene spheres enables the formation of highly regular templates that can then
be used as masks to deposit metallic multilayer systems [9].
Figure 2-2 Metallic multilayer pattern made by using the self assembly of polystyrene spheres as
regular masks templates [9]
It is the use of SAM that making micro-contact printing different from other printing methods.
SAM also contributes to the many special features of tCP such as high resolution, complete
coverage as an etching mask and low ink transfer time[ ][1 1].
Although these monolayers do only have a thickness corresponding to the length of just one ink
molecule, which typically has a longer axis of about 2-3 nm, they are very stable and resistant
against chemical and physical stresses during processing. This makes them ideal as etch resists in
a photo-mask-free process. Figure 2-3 shows alkanethiolate molecules self assemble as a
condense mono-layer surface on gold (AU) surface [10].
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Figure 2-3 Schematic representation of a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) e.g. consisting of densely
packed alkanethiolate molecules bound to a gold (AU) surface [9]
2.1.3.2 Stamp Fabrication
The stamp is usually made from an elastomeric polymer, such as poly (dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS). This material allows for conformal contact (will be further discussed in next section)
with the substrate combined with advantageous chemical and physical properties important for
the ink transfer behavior [12].
Stamps are fabricated by casting a pre-polymer on a master with a negative of the desired pattern.
A schematic of the fabrication method is shown in Figure 2-4. First, a Master is fabricated using
proven high resolution techniques, such as photolithography, e-beam, or micro-machining.
(However, a Master could also be an existing structure that does not require processing like a
human hair or some woven fabric.) Then an elastomer, such as polyurethane or a silicone is
poured onto the Master, hardened using heat or ultraviolet light, and peeled off to yield a mold.
The resulting mold is the exact structural inverse of the original master - down to nanometer
accuracy depending on the combination of materials used and the precision of the replication
process
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Deposit
AAA ~ ,rne -500 nm - 500 Urn
dissove photoresist ,w
Pour on PDMS:
cure (65"C peel away PDMS
."
f
Ernbosed microstructures
Natui Reviews j Mcrobioogy
Figure 2-4 a-b I Photoresist is spin-coated on a silicon wafer. c I A mask is placed in contact with the
layer of photoresist. d I The photoresist is illuminated with ultraviolet (UV) light through the mask.
An organic solvent dissolves and removes photoresist that is not crosslinked. The master consists of a
silicon wafer with features of photoresist in bas-relief. An expanded view of one of the
microfabricated structures with its characteristic critical dimensions is shown. e I PDMS is poured on
the master, cured thermally and peeled away. f I The resulting layer of PDMS has microstructures
embossed in its surface. PDMS, poly(dimethylsiloxane).
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2.1.3.3 Conformal Contact
A printing process, no matter how advanced as it is, is composed of two steps. The first is to
define an accurate pattern, and the second is to bring close enough that pattern and the substrate
to be printed on so that the desire physical or chemical process, such as ink transfer and chemical
reaction can happen.
The conformal contact printing in high-resolution printing goes beyond the traditional definition
of the contact between the asperities of two flat, hard surfaces. From a macroscopic view, it's the
adaption to the overall shape of the substrate; from a microscopic view, it's the adaption of a soft
polymer layer to a rough surface. This combination leads to an intimate seamless contact. The
formation of this seamless adaption should be partially attributed to the adhesion forces. Even
without the application of external pressure, an elastomer can automatically compensate for some
degree of substrate roughness, depending on the materials properties. Figure 2-5 shows how a
stamp can compensate for surface roughness.
The stamp we used is composed of a patterned elastomeric (blue layer in Figure 2-5 ) attached to
a layer of stainless steel with a thickness of 0.005" inch (dark layer in Figure 2-5). In this stamp,
the conformal prosperities of the stainless steel metal and those of the elastomer part are
complementary. This combination provides us compensation ability in a wide range (from 1 gim to
above 100pm). The elastomer compensates for local surface roughness amplitudes of up to 1 pm
(Figure 2-5 (c)), whereas long-range warp (wavelengths greater than 100pm) is compensated by
the flexibility of the backplane (Figure 2-5 (b)) [2].
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Figure 2-5 Conformal contact between a stamp and a hard substrate. (a)Stamp composed of a
patterned elastomer and a flexible backplane adapts its protruding zones to (b) the macroscopically
uneven substrate and (b, inset) its microscopic roughness, whereas recessed zones do not touch the
substrate. (c) Dependence of maximal roughness amplitude for spontaneous formation of conformal
contact on a substrate with sinusoidal roughness of wavelength 0 for a stamp with a Young's
modulus of 2.5 MPa and a work of adhesion of 0.1 J/m2 (Sylgard 184, solid curve) and for a stamp
with a modulus of 9 MPa and a work of adhesion of 0.03 J/m2 (dotted curve) [2].
2.1.3.4 Ink Type, Inking Method and Concentration Selection
As mentioned in the previous section. The adoption of alkanethiols as ink, which can form a
dense and ordered layer on noble-mental surfaces such as Au and Ag is one of the most important
characteristic of micro-contact printing. It is also found that the accurate reproduction of small
patterns can be compromised by the diffusion of ink molecules away from the zones of contact.
The formation of a defect-free resist requires time and enough reactants to form a monolayer, but
this also provides an opportunity for the thiol molecules to diffuse.[2]
In fact, the width of the diffusion zone scaled with the mobility of the molecules: Use of linear
alkanethiols with molecular weight increasing from 158 g mol-' (dodecanethiol, DDT) to 258 g
mo'l- (hexadecanethiol, HDT), and up to 314 g mol-P (eicosanethiol, ECT) decreased both the
vapor-phase transport and the surface diffusion of the ink during printing. ECT allows the surface
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diffusion zone to be reduced to values of less than 100 nm for immersion inking of the stamp and
to values of less than 50 nm for contact inking of the stamp. As shown in Figure 2-6 ECT offered
the best compromise between limited diffusion during printing and good protection of the gold
against the cyanide/02 etch [2].
DDT HDT ECT
Figure 2-6 Comparison of surface diffusion effect comparison among different inks
(DDT: dodecanethiol, HDT: hexadecanethiol, ECT: eicosanethiol) [2]
Two common methods of inking a stamp are immersion inking and contact inking. Immersion
inking (Figure 2-7 (b)) is done by placing ink solution (red) onto a stamp (blue) for a while (about
30 seconds) and then dry by blowing nitrogen. This method allows the control of average amount
ink transferred.
Contact inking (Figure 2-7 (a)) is done by contacting stamp with a PDMS (lower part) ink pad
pre-impregnated with inking solution. This method helps direct the ink onto the stamp. By using
contact printing, the completeness of the print becomes less sensitive to geometry of the pattern,
more important, the diffusion of the thiols is minimized.
- - - - - - -
a
Figure 2-7 Contact Inking (a) and Immersion Inking (b) [2]
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Control over the amount of ink transferred was possible by changing the concentration of the ink
solution used for preparing the ink pad. Figure shows how both the number of defects and the
apparent width of the etched pattern depended on the ink concentration. In this example, best
accuracy (ink diffusion less than 2 X 40 nm) and lowest defect counts (2%) were achieved for a
0.1 -mM solution of ECT.
I
0.01 0.1
Concentration of ECT (mM)
1000
700
I5
Figure 2-8 Pattern fidelity (defects and pattern width) as a function of ink (ECT) concentration [21
2.1.3.5 Contact Time
The contact time is the amount of time that stamp and substrate is contacted together. It is found
that the less the contact time, the less the ink diffusion, however, the higher possibility the
incompleteness in large features appear. So there needs an optimization process when the pattern
to be printed contains both small features, which need to be printed with high accuracy, and large
features, which needs low defects. It has been proved that contact time as less as Ims is possible
for micro-contact printing [11] although typical contact time is in seconds. In Figure 2-9 the effect
of different contact time is shown.
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Figure 2-9 Pattern fidelity (defects and pattern width) as a function of contact time [2]
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3 Traditional Printing Techniques
This chapter reviews the two of the most used traditional printing techniques: Gravure and
Flexography. A comparison between these techniques and pCP is then presented.
3.1 Gravure and Flexography
Gravure and flexography are two of the most common methods of large-scale printing used today.
They are very similar in method, but differ mainly in the type of stamp, applications, setup costs,
and quality.
Flexography is commonly used to print corrugated containers, folding cartons, sacks, plastic bags,
milk and beverage cartons, disposable cups and containers, labels, adhesive tapes, envelopes,
newspapers, and various applications in electronics. The process uses a stamp with raised
surfaces to print on the substrate.
Gravure is typically used on packaging, labels, electronics (RFID tags, sensors, etc.), and
magazines. This is the preferred method for printing on flat materials. The stamp used in gravure
is a negative of the print pattern and consists of many tiny cells. Gravure is typically more
repeatable than flexography and more suited for long production runs due to higher setup costs.
Both can be divided into three sub-processes: prepress, press, and postpress.
3.1.1 Prepress, Flexography
The prepress step involves the manufacture of the stamp. Typical materials for flexography
include rubber and photopolymers. Stamps can be made via laser etching and photolithography.
Minimum feature size is on the order of 50-75 pm with registration repeatability of around 200
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pm or better. Costs vary considerably depending on size, complexity of the pattern, and process
used. Typically costs are approximately $100-150 for a 16"x 18" plate of average complexity plus
other costs such as backing materials, mounting materials, and labor for installation of the stamp
onto the machine [14].
Figure 3-1 Close-up of flexography stamp [3]
Typical waste outputs in flexography during plate manufacture include: Film, paper, developer,
fixer, cleaning solutions, scrap plates and materials, plate-processing solvent, and water [15].
3.1.2 Prepress, Gravure
Stamps for gravure are typically made of copper. The features are comprised of a series of cells
made by laser drilling Minimum feature size is 75 [tm with registration repeatability of 20 pm or
better. Because the cell depth can be controlled, gravure printing has the added benefit of being
able to print variable film thickness. For gravure, costs scale with size, rather than complexity, as
the features are comprised of cells [16]. Costs for a stamp are higher than flexography, typically
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costing around $10,000 per copper plate, making this process more suitable for long runs, where
the stamp costs can be amortized across the entire run.
Figure 3-2 Gravure stamp cells [16]
Waste outputs during gravure plate manufacturing include: Waste from laser etching, cleaning
solvents, and water [16].
3.1.3 Press
This step involves the actual printing of the substrate. Costs are typically driven by large capital
costs for equipment, variable costs for materials (ink and printing material), and labor costs for
setup and operation. Machine prices vary considerably depending on speed, size capability, color
capability, and used vs. new. Larger, full-featured machines (5' and up width, 6-color, fast)
typically are $1 million and up. Smaller machines with limited features and speeds typically cost
around $100,000.
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Gravure can typically produce better quality than flexography; both having a minimum feature
size of approximately 50 , however gravure has better registration accuracy and is the preferred
method for high quality printing applications such as magazines. It is well suited for printing high
quality metallic and fluorescent inks. Gravure is also used for microelectronics; 50-tm
conductors of Ag, Au, and Pt are common. It also excels in printing lightweight films at high
speeds with tight registration control. Roof collapse can occur in flexography due to feature
geometry. In gravure printing however, roof collapse is not an issue because the stamp consists of
cells in a metallic plate. Printing plates and inks are the greatest factors in achieving high quality
prints.
Both Gravure and flexography allow for a variety of materials, from plastic films to laminates,
however each excels at certain materials. Depending on the machine, widths from very narrow up
to 10' are possible. Color also depends on machine configuration. Some machines also have the
flexibility to be retrofitted with additional printing processes or post-processes such as drying,
cutting, creasing, etc.
The printing machine is comprised of a plate cylinder, Anilox metering cylinder (flexography
only), and ink pan. Gravure uses a third roller called a fountain roller or a "doctor blade" (for
improving ink distribution).
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Figure 3-3: Typical setups for flexography (left) and gravure (right)
Speeds vary considerably. Lower end machines advertise rates of 50-100m/min, while 300-
600m/min or more is common on higher end machines. There are a variety of different
configurations; following is an explanation of the most common:
* Stack
> Vertical stacks with separate printing stations
> Easy to interface other equipment like cutters, creasers, etc.
> Poor registration
* Central impression cylinder (CIC)
> Single central impression cylinder surrounded color printing stations
> Precise registration, good color impressions
* In-line
> Similar to stacked printing press, but horizontal
> Same problems and advantages as stack machine
* Newspaper unit
> Multiple printing stations arranged back to back to allow printing both sides at
once in one pass
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* Dedicated 4-, 5-, or 6-color commercial flexography press
> Typically uses two 4-color units back to back
> Infrared driers
> Compact, high speed, wide web printing possible
Waste outputs during printing are similar for both gravure and flexography and include: Ink,
wasted paper, old/outdated plates, solvents, and water.
3.2 Comparison between Micro-contact Printing and Traditional Printing
Techniques
3.2.1 Prepress
According to Nano-terra, masters costs about $100 when prepared in the lab including the silicon.
However, one master can be used to produce many stamps, and each stamp can be used about 100
times. PDMS used to prepare the stamp is also inexpensive (~$75/kg.). High quality HDT (>99%
purity) costs $200/g but the technical grade HDT costs only $10/g. Microcontact printing is still
in its experimental lab stage, however, if utilized in mass-production scale economy will push
these prices down.
3.2.2 Press
A variety of methods have been developed for the press operation in micro-contact printing.
Machine costs vary greatly as the technology is in its infancy and most machines are one-off
laboratory devices.
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Quality is a major issue that is being evaluated and optimized by many companies and
universities. Minimum feature sizes achievable have been found to be about 40nm. While the
densities of defects in patterns of inks of alkanethiols formed by ACP have been evaluated, the
errors in registration of patterns produced by piCP have not been determined. There are three
primary sources of inaccuracies in pCP:
i. In positioning the elastomeric element relative to the substrate
ii. Intrinsic distortions of the element introduced during its fabrication
iii. Distortions caused by elastic deformation of the element when it is brought into
contact with the substrate.
It has been demonstrated that when thin 0.1 mm elastomeric elements are cast against a rigid
backplane and the lithography is controlled with translation stages, absolute distortions are 500
nm over square areas 1 cm2. When the lithography is performed by hand, relative distortions of
pairs of patterns can be as small as 500 nm over 0.25 cm2 if stiff, thick stamps are used. The
distortions in both of these cases are comparable to the limit of sensitivity of the measurements
[17].
At present, gCP is limited to thiols on metals such as Ag, Al and Cu. However, developments are
being made in printing of alkylsiloxanes on silicon dioxide and glass, as well as of copper and
polypyrrole on fluoropolymers. Other inks and substrates are also being developed.
The feasibility of continuous Micro-contact printing has already been demonstrated, so much so
that it can be carried out on tools that are currently employed for flexography at speeds as high as
100 feet/min [18]. Once developed this technology may be able to give good quality prints at
much higher speeds. Etching seems to the speed-limiting step in this process and solutions need
to be developed for incorporating continuous etching into pCP set-ups.
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Waste outputs in gtCP include: chemicals used in photolithography for master manufacture,
PDMS waste, thiol inks, etchants, water, etc.
Table 3-1 Comparison of the three printing techniques: Gravure, Flexography and Micro-contact
Printing
Gravure Flexography Micro-contact Printing
Setup-costs High Lower than Existing Flexography machines can be
gravure modified. Still in experimental stages
Stamp Scales Increases with If applied to mass production, the cost
Costs linearly complexity and of the master can be amortized over
with sizes size many stamps making them cost
effective.
Production Typically Similar to gravure Rates of 30.5 m/min have been
Rate -500 demonstrated. However, it is possible
rn/min to achieve higher rates.
Runs Preferred Used mainly for Continuous micro-contact printing is
for long medium to long being developed which can be used for
runs runs. long runs.
Layer < 0.1-8 pm. 0.04-2.51nm. Single monolayer thickness
Thickness Can give Constant film
prints with thickness.
variable
film
thickness.
Minimum 50-75pm 80pm Feature sizes as small as 5pm are
Feature possible.
Size
Registration > 20 < 200
Variety of inks and substrates are Mainly tor printing thlols on Au, Ag
possible. and Cu. Alkylsiloxanes on glass; of
copper and polypyrrole on
fluoropolymers has also been
demonstrated.
Variety of waste outputs Alkanethiols and dialkyl sulfides are
including chemicals for stamp irritants and have a strong odor. Health
production, inks, paper, etc. rating:2
Most etchants used are toxic
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4 Machine Design and Realization
In the machines design phase, we borrowed design ideas from traditional roll to roll printing
technique. Specialized tools as well as adjustment on processes were made according to the
characteristic of micro-contact printing and the requirement of on the speed and precision of the
machine. Three major machines were built, including a roll to roll printing machine, a roll to roll
etching machine and a large-scale stamp making fixture. Details of this design are in Stagnaro [7].
Modularity and inter-changeable are the two major ideas in our design philosophy. Modularity
enables quick adjustment of parameters (ex: wrap angle, real-time inking/cleaning assembly) and
provide flexibility in testing and optimization the machine. Subassembly can be tested
individually avoiding the hierarchical aggregation of possible problems. Modular design also
extended the value of the machine in the sense that many of the modules can be re-used in other
projects in the future. Using inter-changeable parts makes the manufacturing process easier by
reducing the work of design and assembly. For example, all the rollers except printing roller and
wind/rewind roller and bone rollers are of same design, all motor mounting plates are inter-
changeable, and there are only several major types of screws used on the whole machine.
4.1 Print Machine
The print machine is composed of three modules: supply module, print module and collect
module as shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1 Three Modules that compose the print machine
The components of each module are mounted to a base plate made from precision ground
aluminum to ensure alignment of all components within the subassembly and with other modules.
The three modules are mounted horizontally to a frame made from an extruded aluminum T-slot
framing system; the material flows left to right. Cantilevered rollers allow easy access to the
components. [7] Figure 4-2 shows a 3D view of the print machine in Solid Works.
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Figure 4-2 3D view of the print machine
4.1.1 Print Module
The printing is the center part of the whole machine; it is where the substrate actually contacts
with the PDMS stamp. Much of the most important functions of this machine are also on this
module, including print, load, measure and adjustment, wrap angle adjustment, impression of the
substrate, continuous inking and continuous stamp cleaning. So the design and quality of this part
directly affects the printing quality. In this part, a stepper motor is connected to the printing roller
driving the roller to run at the same line speed as the substrate during the print. An impression
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roller wrapped with compliant sponge material and then a PET skin is used to apply load onto the
substrate when it contacts with the print roller. A micrometer is used to adjust the load applied on
the print area by the impression roller, and a load cell is used to measure this load in real time. A
novel method for mounting steel backed stamps to cylinders is employed.[7] The mechanism of
this module is shown in Figure 4-3.
IBWE NO. DESCRIPON GfY.
1 MOOULE PLATE. PRINT 1
2 BEARING BLOCK ASSY 2
3 INING ROLLER 1
4 STAMP ROLLER ASSY I
S IMPRESSION ROLLER ASSY I
6 8020 STANDOFF 2
7 BEARING PLATE. PRINT I
8 BALL BEARING, IID 2' OD I
9 AIR KIFE MTG PLATE 1
10 AIR KNIFE 1
11 MOTOR STANDOFF 2
12 S1EPPER MOTOR NEMA34 1
13 MOTOR MOUNT PLATE 1
14 COUPLING _i
Figure 4-3 An exploded view of the Printing Module
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4.1.2 Supply Module
The supply module is mainly responsible for substrate unwinding and tension control. The
main component is a base-plate machined from precision ground aluminum. Figure 4-4 is the
exploded view of the supply module. The flatness of this plate ensures that all components
are well aligned. There is no powered mechanism in this module, the tension control and web
handling here are furnished by using the torque of two clutches one custom made friction
clutch, serving as basic friction provider to the unwind roller, another is a permanent magnet
clutch providing precise and finely adjustable tension control (tension control will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 5).
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DESCRIPION QTY.
I MOXULE PLATE SUPPLY 1
2 BEARING BLOCK ASSY 4
3 IDOER ROLER I
4 IDLER ROLLER 1
5 BONE ROLLER I
6 SPOOL ROLLER 1
7 KNOB 1
8 PM CLUTCH 1
9 MOTOR STANDOFF 2
10 SUBSTRATE SPOOL END 2
11 SUBSTRATE 1
12 WASHER, SPOOL 1
13 MOTOR MOUNT PLAIE 1
14 CLUTCH SHAFT 1
15 FRICTION CLUTCH ASSY 1
16 COUPUNG 1
Figure 4-4 An exploded View of the supply module
4.1.3 Collect Module
The collect module serves as prime mover for the whole system by pulling the substrate through
the machine. It also controls the tension in the printing area to minimize the distortion from
substrate stretching. Another major task of the collect module is to control the tension during the
process of winding up the printed substrate. If no tension control is applied, the inside layer rolled
up will be crushed by the outside roller due to increasing tension resulting from increasing
diameter of the wind roller. Figure 4-5 shows the exploded view of this module.
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rEM NO. DESCRIPION QTY.
1 MODULE PLATE COLLECT 1
2 BEARING BLOCK ASSY 4
3 SPOOL ROLLER I
4 IDLER ROLLER 1
5 IDLER ROLLER I
6 BONE ROLLER 1
7 TRANSDUCER ROLL 2
8 WASHER. .750" ID 2
9 SHOULDER BOLT, .62S' 2
10 KNOB 1
11 STEPPER MOTOR NEMA34 2
12 MOTOR STANDOFF 4
13 WASHER, SPOOL 1
14 SUBSTRATE SPOOL END 2
15 SUBSTRATE 1
16 MOTOR MOUNT PLATE 2
17 COUPLING 2
Figure 4-5 An exploded view of the Collect Module
4.2 Etching Machine
Another machine we built other than the print machine was a continuous roll to roll etching
machine which can synchronize with the print machine, serving as its subsequent step. Since
etching is always the bottle neck of the speed in the industry and is the parameter determines the
final quality of the product, the design should be able to keep up with the pace of the print
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machine but use only limited amount of space. Another requirement on the etching machine is
that, since the etching process is divided into several steps (ex: at Nano-terra there are 3 dipping
and 2 drying), being able to control the time spent at each step is also a must. Considering all the
above requirements, we come up with a modular design of the etching machine as shown in
Figure 4-6. The length of the trajectory of the substrate in the machine can be adjusted by lifting
or lowing, along the linear bearing (red in Figure 4-6) the three rollers submerged in the etchant
(green in Figure 4-6), thus the time spend in the machine can be changed under a given speed.
Identical modules can be connected together to become a large etching machine, by changing the
time that substrate spent in each stage independently, the modules can be combined as needed to
fit etching process of any kind. Figure 4-7 shows a sample combination of the modules for an
etching process.
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Figure 4-6 A 3D view of the Etching Module
Supply Roll 
Colect Rol
Figure 4-7 A schematic of the module combination. Additional processing steps can be added by
attaching more modules
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When higher speed is required in the manufacturing (which will probably be the case eventually),
we only need to simply expand the size of the etchant container (currently 12*12*12 inch 3) and
add more rollers (current 8) or even easier, by adding one more module with identical function.
The actual modification needed at different stage is shown below. For more detail about machine
design please refer to Stagnaro [7].
1100 fPM'
Sub. Iangsi (.W mm a rerm r
Totl 8tAsat lergit In pvas (Inchae) 4100
(ffeel 341.7
Figure 4-8 A design spreadsheet used to calculate the number of roller
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5 Control System Design and Realization
The main functions of the control system are: (1) Over-all logical control of the system (2)
Control the speed of printing (3) Control the tension at different parts of the machine. Over-all
logical control is responsible for the routine operation of the system which is achieved using
ladder logic program in a Programmable Logical Controller (PLC). Printing speed is controlled
by changing the pulse signal fed into the stepper motors as well as the micro-stepping setting in
the stepper motor. Tension control is one of the most important factors affecting both print quality
(especially distortion level) and the smooth operation of the machine.
5.1 Control System Overview
The control system is composed of 5 parts:
1. Programmable Logical Controller (PLC)
2. load cell
3. tension sensors (X2)
4. stepper motors (X3)
5. Power supply circuits
The PLC is the center of the control system, which is responsible for 2 on-line feed-back control
loops for the tension control near printing roller and collecting roller, respectively. It also controls
the generation of square voltage pulses which are fed into the stepper motors from three high-
speed I/O ports and the collection real time printing load data from the load cell.
A DirectLogic06 PLC is used as the main controller, and the program is written in ladder logic.
Three expansion modules were added: an analog IO unit and two high speed I/O (HSIO) modules.
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The HSIO is used to provide step and direction signals to the drive and print stepper motors at
rates up to 25 KHz.
The aim of the feed-back control loops is to maintain constant tension on the substrate during the
printing process and collecting process. This is due to the critical role tension plays in both the
smooth operation of the printing machine and the quality (dimension and distortion) of the printed
pattern.
Figure 5-1 DirectLogic06 PLC [20]
5.2 Control Program and Logic Flow
The program makes decisions based on tension data, programmed schemes and equations, and
inputs from buttons. The outputs are: motor instructions (step and direction), discrete operator
alerts, and ASCII text for data collection. The logic flow-chart of the whole program are as follow:
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Figure 5-2 Logic flow-chart of the PLC program
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5.3 PID Control Method Overview
PID is the acronym for "proportional-integral-derivative" controller, which is a type of feedback
control method widely used in industrial control systems. Like any other feedback-control system,
a PID controller attempts to correct the error between a measured process variable and a desired
set point by calculating and then outputting a corrective action that can adjust the process
accordingly [21].
The PID algorithm involves three parts, all of which contribute to the final corrective action:
correct the existing error (Proportional), average filtering of the historical error (Integral) and the
prediction of future error by the trend/rate of current error change (Derivative). The weighted sum
of these three actions is used to adjust the process via an actuator such as a valve or a servo motor.
The function of three parameters: P, I and D is depicted as follows:
Proportional - commonly referred to as Proportional Gain. The proportional term is the
corrective action which is proportional to the error, that is, the change of the manipulated variable
is equal to the proportional gain multiplied by the error.
Integral - often referred to as Reset action. It provides additional compensation to the control
output, which causes a change in proportion to the value of the error over a period of time. In
other words, the reset term is the integral sum of the error values over a period time.
Derivative - commonly referred to as rate. The rate action adds compensation to the control
output, which causes a change in proportion to the rate of change of error.
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Let u(t) be the control signal sent to the system, y(t) the measured output and r(t) the desired
output. Then PID controller has the general form:
t
u(t) = Kpe(t)+ K e(r)d(r)+ K, t)
0
In which, e(t) = r(t) - y(t) is the difference between the set point and present output value. The
desired closed loop
and
dynamics is obtained by adjusting the three parameters Kp , K I
K,
Figure 5-3 Block diagram of PID controller
5.4 Feed-Back Tension Control System Design
5.4.1 Web Tension Control
Constant control of tension in a moving web is necessary to minimize the deformation of the web,
;as well as to maintain quality of printing. Generally the web is pulled off a large roll of substrates,
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printed, and rewound. During the process, several tension zones are created, which 
are referred to
as the unwind, print, and rewind zones as shown in Figure 5-4.
SUPPLY COLLECT 
Roller Coated with rubber
ROLLROLL
Roller with no coantng
Unwind Tonslon Zone
Printing Tension Zon
1.
At,
NI
Rewind Tension Zone
Figure 5-4 System and Tension Zones
Properly controlling tension in the web tension zones results in a higher printing quality, 
and
more throughput. For instance, in the printing zone, if the tension is not properly controlled,
wrinkles/bubbles in the substrate can occur which will result in defective in the print 
such as
double printing and large distortion. Even worse, they may block and further impair the nip 
roller
and the motor connected with the roller to cause the whole machine to stop. In the rewind 
zone, if
the roll of substrate is rewound incorrectly, the outer layers can crush the inner layers 
of
substrates or the rolls can telescope, resulting in damage when the rolls are handled. Good 
tension
control also results in the capability to run the process at higher speeds without suffering 
from
substrate's walking at the direction perpendicular to the running direction and sacrificing 
product
quality. In conclusion, a good tension control is necessary in order to have good printing 
quality
at a high throughput.
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5.4.2 Unwind Tension Control
The unwinding tension control is performed by the supply module on the printing machine
(Figure 5-5). The main component of this module is a base-plate machined from Mic-6 precision
ground aluminum. The flatness of this plate ensures that all components are well aligned, roller
centerlines parallel, and other modules aligned to this assembly.
Tension control in the unwind zone is applied in an open loop fashion. The tension is set by
manually changing the torque of two clutches and kept constant in the whole printing process. A
custom made friction clutch (Figure 4-4 Item No. 15) that uses a plastic pressure plate with a
spring washer is used on unwind (spool) roller (Figure 4-4Item No. 6). This clutch is used to
provide the unwinding roller with minimum friction so as to prevent it from over rolling when the
machine is stopped and when speed is high. A permanent magnet clutch (Figure 4-4Item No. 8) is
used as a main tension controller to provide precise and finely adjustable tension control. This
type of clutch uses high energy, multi-pole magnets to establish lines of magnetic force that retard
the motion of the center rotating disc, which make them ideal for precise torque in relatively low
tension applications (.14 - 50 lbs). All adjustments can be easily made by adjusting the position
of the internal magnets. The roller connected with this magnet clutch is covered with 1/16"
neoprene to provide additional friction and prevent slip (Figure 4-4Item No. 4). In addition, a nip
roller (Figure 4-4 Item No. 5) can be engaged tangentially that provides additional radial force to
avoid slipping.
In order to set the tension value for the supply tension zone, we first set the tension created by the
friction clutch to a suitable level which can provide adequate friction to keep the stability of
unwind roller, and then adjusted the permanent magnet clutch. Since the tension in this zone is
the sum of tension created by the two clutches, by adjusting the magnet clutch, we can create any
tension above that of the friction clutch (Figure 5-5).
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Tmclutch
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Nip Roller
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Tunwind= Tm clutch +Tmclutch
Figure 5-5 Tension Decomposition in Unwind Tension Zone
5.4.3 Printing Tension Control
The printing tension control is the most important part of the whole tension control system; it is
performed by the driving roller and load cell roller at the lower part of the collecting module
Figure 5-7. In the printing area, the ultimate aim of tension control is to balance the tensions at
two sides of the printing roller so at to keep the tension afforded by the printing roller as close to
zero as possible. This is because that when the tension is not balanced, the difference will be
offset by the friction between the substrate and the surface of the printing roller, which is actually
the stamp. This can be expressed in formula as:
fstamp = Tunwind - Tprint
The friction on the stamp - fstp creates a shearing force which causes the stamp to deform
towards the zone with higher tension thus introduces distortion into the printing result. If Tunwind >
Tprint, then the stamp will be driving the substrate, if Tunwind < Tprint then the stamp will be dragged
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by the substrate. In either case, the printing quality will decrease and dimension and 
distortion
will happen.
In order to control Tprint, we used a feed-back control loop at the printing tension zone. A 
tension
sensor is used to sense the tension on the substrate. It first measures the force directly 
applied on
it- Nprint, which is created by the substrate wrapping around it. Then, the force is re-calculated 
to
get the value of tension on the substrate as shown in Figure 5-8. The PID controller compare 
this
real time tension value with the set value, and adjusts the speed of the driving roller, then the
speed difference between printing roller and driving roller created by the PID controller 
adjusts
the tension so as to keep it at the set value which is Tunwind.
Tpriut
Figure 5-6 Diagram of Printing Tension Control
Nprint
Tunwind
fstsmp = Tunwind -Tpri
Figure 5-7 Tension in Printing Tension Zone
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Figure 5-8 Tension Measurement on Tension Sensor 1
5.4.4 Rewind Tension Control
The rewind tension control helps the collect roller to wind up printed substrates properly and
reduce the cross-zone tension disturbance between the printing tension zone and rewind tension
zone. We set the tension control point at the rewind zone the same as that in the printing zone, so
as to keep consistent tension across the substrate. By doing so, the mutual disturbance between
the printing zone and rewind zone was minimized. On another hand, a stable tension at the rewind
stage helps the proper wrap of substrates onto the collect roller. A tension too high will cause the
outer layer of substrates to crush the inner layer, introducing defects in the printing pattern; while
under a too low tension, substrates cannot be wrapped properly, even worse, slack will appear in
the substrate which will be accidentally "caught" by nearby rollers and cause machine breakdown.
5.5 PID Tuning and Effect
PID tuning is the process of finding the optimal value for three parameters Kp, Ki and Kd. The
selection of the three parameters is the key factors determining the control quality of the system.
Since there is no theoretical optimal solution for PID parameters; the method of tuning PID
involves some trail-and-error process. However, the long history of practicing PID in industry
concludes some basic process of PID tuning. By tailoring these basic processes to suit the specific
system using the knowledge about the system dynamics and the effect of three parameters on the
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system, a stable control effect can be achieved (for complicated systems by adding cascade PID
control loops).
The work environment we used in this project is "DirectSoft 5" ladder logic software compatible
to AutomationDirect PLC hardware. It has a PID view function "PID View" which 
can facilitate
the tuning process and visualize the present value of controlled variable as well 
as control point
and PID output, As shown in Figure 5-9.
J4-Tern.~r3 cct:iol S etup...J
5
SP:12 5
F :12 i . F
BIAS:678 Reset
OUT:678
I . fLw
N-
Figure 5-9 PID View Function in Diresoft 5 ladder logic programming software.
Upper chart: blue line: Set point, Green Line: tension value;
Lower Chart: Blue line: Bias, Green line: control output
5.6 Tuning Process and Result
In this project, PID tuning was accomplished by tuning Kp, Ki and Kd sequentially, using the
Ziegler-Nichols method as a reference [19], adjusting each parameter according to the response
in the controlled value, until the system meets the control requirement.
5.6.1 Ziegler-Nichols Method
The Ziegler-Nichols tuning method is a heuristic method of tuning a PID controller. 
It was
developed by John G. Ziegler and Nathaniel B. Nichols. It is performed by setting the 
I and D
gains to zero. The "P" gain is then increased (from zero) until it reaches the critical gain Kc, at
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which the output of the control loop begins to oscillate. Kc and the oscillation period Tc are used
to set the P, I, and D gains depending on the type of controller used [19]
Table 5-1: Parameter Setting Using Ziegler-Nichols method 119]
Ziegler-Nichols method
Control Type K Ki Kd
P 0.5-Kc
PI 0.45K,. 1.2Kp / T,
PID 0.6-Kc 2K, / Tc KpTc / 8
We will use the tuning process at 60 feet/ min as an example to show the methodology and the
effect on the output and system performance under different parameter settings.
5.6.2 Tuning Kp
As we mentioned, we used the methodology of tuning P,I,D sequentially to achieve a optimal
setting. To tune Kp we first set KI and KD to be zero, making the controller a pure proportional
controller. Then we startd increasing Kp from zero until output begin to oscillate and continue to
increase as output oscillate violently, then tuned done Kp to come back to the point that Kp just
begin to Oscillate. Figure 5-10 to Figure 5-14 shows the system tension profile at the speed of 60
feet/min under the control of a pure proportional controller at different Kp values (the tension is
over a width of 8 inch).
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Tension Profile at Kp =1, KI=O, KD=O
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Figure 5-10 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 1, (1=0, lCD = 0
Tension Profile at Kp =5, KI=O, KD=O
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Figure 5-11PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 5, KI=0, KD = 0
Tension Profile at Kp =10, KI=0, KD=O
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Figure 5-12 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 10, KI=0, KD = 0
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Figure 5-13 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 20, KI=0, KD = 0
Tension Profile at Kp =50, KI=0, KD=O
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Figure 5-14 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 50, KI=0, KD = 0
We can see that the system becomes marginally stable, and as Kp increased, the rise time
decreased. Using Ziegler-Nichols method, we set Kp=3, 60% of Kp=5 when the system shows
stable oscillation.
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5.6.3 Tuning KI
After setting Kp=3, we started to tune KI, the integral parameter. As we can see in the previous
figures that using the pure proportional control didn't give us a good control effect. The actual
tension value deviated far away from the set value of 2 lbs, this mean that there is a constant
difference between the actual tension value and the control point. The integral parameter used can
compensate for the error by adding a part to the output control which is proportional to the sum of
the error values over a previous period of time. When there is even a small constant error, it will
accumulate quickly as time goes, thus, by adding the integral part into the control law, the
constant error can be compensated. Higher KI can help the system to get to the set value faster by
decreasing the rise time, which will provide a quicker response to disturbances brought by the
seams on the print roller (will be detailed later). Higher KI brings a shorter rise time; however, it
also magnifies the small noise at the steady state and adds to the unstableness of tension in the
steady state. So there should be a trade-off between high and low KI value and thus an optimal
value should be existing. Figure 5-15 to show the tension profile under different KI values (note
that in the figures the shows TI as the integral parameter which is the reciprocal of KI:
*!._....._......_1....1....._  ...
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Tension Profile at KP =3 TI = 4 KD=O
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Figure 5-15 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 3, TI=4, KD = 0
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Figure 5-16 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 3, TI=2, KD = 0
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Figure 5-17 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 3, TI=1, KD= 0
Tension Profile at KP =3 TI = 0.6 KD=O
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4Figure 5-18 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 3, TI=0.6, KD = 44
Figure 5-18 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 3, TI=0.6, lCD = 0
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Tension Profile at KP =3 TI = 0.3 KD=O
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Figure 5-19 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 3, TI=0.3, KD = 0
Tension Profile at KP =3 TI = 0.1 KD=O
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Figure 5-20 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 3, TI=0.1, KD = 0
We can see that, when integral part was added, the steady state constant error was eliminated and
as KI increases (TI decreases), the rise time shortened sharply, however, when the TI was too
small, the system trended to oscillate as in Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20. So we chose TI = 0.6
since gives us the best result in steady state error and good enough rise time as we can see from
Figure 5-18.
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5.6.4 Tuning KD
In order to achieve the optimal result, we also put the derivative parameter KD into use. This term,
while often amplifying noise, has the beneficial effect of adding damping and reducing the
oscillation amplitudes. We tuned up KD from zero, based on the optimal value of KP and KI we
have got from previous sections.
KP=3, KI=0.6,KD=0.02
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Figure 5-21 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 3, TI=0.6, KD = 0.02
KP=3, KI=0.6,KD=0.05
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Figure 5-22 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 3, TI=0.6, KD = 0.05
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Figure 5-23 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 3, TI=0.6, KD = 0.1
KP=3, KI=0.6,KD=0.25
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Figure 5-24 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 3, TI=0.6, KD = 0.25
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Figure 5-25 PID Tuning Effect: Kp = 3, TI=0.6, KD = 0.5
We can see that suitable amount of KD can serve as a damper for the system, stabilizing the
oscillation as seen in Figure 5-23. However too high KD will cause the system to become over-
reacting and even unstable as shown in Figure 5-24 and Figure 5-25 . So we chose KD to be 0.1.
Till now, all the parameters have been settled for the speed 60 feet/ min: KP=3, TI = 0.6, KD=
0.1.
For higher speed, we increased KD to make the system react faster to the noise brought by the
seams on the stamp so as to make sure that the tension is actually under control during the whole
printing period (especially the beginning of the a new round when the substrate touches the
stamp). But this will also sacrifice some of the stability at the steady state, so we also decrease KI
(increase TI) to compensate for that. The final PID setting for different speed is: For 120 feet/ min:
KP = 3, TI = 0.8, KD = 0.02; For 240 feet/ min: KP = 3, KI = 0.8, KD = 0.03;For 400 feet/ min:
KP = 3, KI = 1, KD = 0.05
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5.6.5 Periodicity of Signals
We can see periodicity in both tension signal and load signal across all settings in out experiments.
It is due to the un-flat print roller surface which causes the tension and load to change
periodically. This can be seen from the run data without tension control easily. As shown in
Figure 5-26 and Figure 5-27 we can see that there are obvious periodic phenomena. The
periodicity was further proved by a consistent result of an auto-correlation of 0.83 on the load
signal with a period of 19 points.
After investigation, we found that the most important source of disturbance is the two un-flat area
on the print roller. One of them is the bumps caused by the stamp retain bar on the stamp roller
assembly, another is the seam where two the stamps are fabricated together. Due to its function of
fastening the edge of the steel stamp backplane, the bar is raised above the surface of stamp tube.
Figure 5-28Figure 5-28 shows the structure of the stamp roller assembly and part #4 is the retainer
bar [7]. Figure 5-29 shows how the stamp is actually mounted onto the stamp tube. For more
detail on the design of stamp roller assembly and stamp mounting method, please refer to
Stagnaro [7].
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Figure 5-26 Run data without feed-back control- showing Periodicity of load and tension signal
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Figure 5-27 Overlay of 15 runs of load data
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Figure 5-28 An exploded view of the Stamp Roller Assembly
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Figure 5-29 A section view of the stamp-roller interface
5.7 Tension Control Result Analysis
It is this un-flatness of print roller surface that led to disturbance in tension control. As the print
function is only performed on the part of the roller with the stamp we need to concentrate our
attention on tension control when the stamp is actually contacting with the substrate (when actual
printing is happening). We call this "effective tension data". One of the pre-requisites of
analyzing of the tension data during printing process is to extract this region from the whole
tension data series.
In order to extract the effective tension data, we took advantage of the periodicity of the load
signal. We found that when printing on the stamp the load data are very consistent and only vary
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in a narrow range (As we can see from Figure 5-27) and there is a clear boundary between stamp
and non-stamp area (retainer bar, seam, non-print stamp). These characteristic of load data can be
used as a "locator" to help us find the "effective tension data" which is the tension data match 
the
stamp area. To locate the effective tension data, we first need to extract the "effective load data"
which means the load data match the stamp area. By setting an upper and a lower threshold on 
the
load data series, we can extract the effective load data as shown in Figure 5-30. in which the
upper threshold is 22 lbs and lower threshold is 19.5 lbs. An interpolation filter is used to
interpolate the single data missing in the middle of continuous data. Figure 5-30(c) shows the
effect of this extraction-algorithm is good, we can see that all the points on the stamp 
are
extracted without any missing points (missing point swould be shown as a white line in the blue
bar).
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Figure 5-30: Effect load Extraction (blue: tension, green: upper-threshold, red: lower-threshold, blue
bar: stamp area (blue)
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Then, we can use the extracted "effective load data" to locate the "effective tension data", which
is shown in Figure 5-31. Figure 5-31 (b) is the tension profile actually on the stamp, we can see
that the actual tension on the stamp is controlled around the aim- 2 lbs, actually with a mean of
2.32 lbs and standard deviation of 0.7 lbs. Figure 5-32 shows the histogram of the tension on
stamp.
Stamp Region Bar Plot
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Tension on stamp
-
htr 4 ~J
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Figure 5-31 Extracted Effective Tension( the tension during the real print)
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Figure 5-32 Histogram of Tension on Stamp
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Figure 5-33Typical tension profile in one run
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6 Experimental Methods
This chapter discusses the method used in the experiments in this project, including a high-level
process model, measurement methods, and design of experiments (DOE). For more detail, please
refer to Kanika Khanna [8].
6.1 High-Level Process Model
The following is a high-level model describing the whole process of this roll to roll micro-contact
printing technology discussed in this thesis [8]. It can help us to have a better understanding of
the manufacturing process and serve as a guide for the design of experiments.
Controllable inputs Y
Printing speed --
Printing load
Substrate tension ------
Stamp's ink content -.-
Substrate Contact Angle -.
Dust Particles
Outputs U
- L --------------- ---- Spatial distortions
ROLL-REtchingOLL Dimensional variability
pCP Process 
--- Pinholes
. PROCESS 
------.----- Air Trapping
r-- -------------
SUBSTRATE
Modulus of Elasticity j
STAMP/TOOL 
Parameters a
Modulus of Elasticity
Bulk Modulus
: '
T .-
Figure 6-1 Process Model for Roll-to-Roll Microcontact Printing
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As we can see from Figure 6-1, the output of most interest in the roll to roll tPC process is
1 Spatial distortion (position of printed patterns)
2 Dimensional Variability (length, width of patterns) and
3 Overall Yield (The percentage of area actually printed).
All of these affect the quality of the final print outcome.
The variable at our control are: 1. Printing Speed (controlled by stepper motor connected to a
PLC) 2. Printing Load (the pressure added onto the impression roller by the position of
micrometer) 3. Tension (controlled by PLC and stepper motor) 4. Substrate contact angle
(controlled by the relatively position of print module with the other two modules, described in
Chapter 4) 5. Ink content (the amount of ink left on the stamp, which is actively controlled by
timely re-inking the stamp to ensure adequate ink).
The material characteristics of interest are mainly the modulus of elasticity of the materials used.
The modulus of elasticity of the PET/AU substrate determines the level of stretch distortion from
the web tension. The combined modulus of the PDMS stamp and the stainless steel backplane
affect the distortion brought by wrapping the stamp around the cylinder and the deformation of
the stamp surface under the sheer force of the substrate during the printing process.
The most common uncontrollable factor is dust in the air. During the printing process, the dust in
the air attached to the substrate and more important, the accumulated static electricity on PET
attracted dust in the air to the surface of the substrate. Dust can be observed in many of our prints
especially after the machine has been run for some time. Although not controllable, this problem
can be alleviated by adding some static-absorbing mechanism in the machine and putting the
machine in a cleaner environment (ex: By sealing the enclosure and adding a vacuum or putting it
in a clean-room).
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6.2 Measurement Methods
The measurement of print quality is composed of: Total yield, dimension variations and distortion.
These are the most fundamental measures of print qualities. Throughout the experiments, we used
the same pattern, which is an array of rectangular and triangular pixels arranged in a
checkerboard fashion with a 1.5mm pitch.
6.2.1 Print Yield
Print yield is defined as the percentage of total print area that actually received ink transfer. In our
experiments this measurement was done at a qualitative level. We found that we got complete
prints all over the print area irrespective of the input parameters (load, speed, etc.). However, as
speed increased, we began to observe pinholes in large patterns which are believe to be a result of
air-trapping phenomena.
6.2.2 Dimension
Dimension is one of the most important measurements. Figure 6-2 shows the five critical pixel
(which are the rectangular shapes and triangular shapes) dimensions. In the Figure, we can see
that the rectangular pixels (which are actually etched) were chosen for measurements as they are
of larger size and thus will introduce less measurement error.
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Figure 6-2 Critical pixel dimensions (Green area is etched)
6.2.3 Distortions
The measurement of distortion is conducted by measuring the distance vector between the 
desired
pixel position and the actual position after printing. The result is shown visually in a vector 
map.
Figure 6-3 shows such a vector map; the black dots are ideal positions of 
pixels and the end of the
red line is its position in reality, the red line is a vector indicating both the distance and 
direction
of the distortion.
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Figure 6-3 Typical Distortions Vector Map
6.3 Design of Experiments
Two sets of experiments were designed. The first is a 2. full factorial experiment to test the
effects of printing force (since pressure is a function of the printing load as well as the
contact width, it cannot be controlled directly in our design) and printing speed on yield,
dimensional variation, and spatial distortion. Two levels of loads are 5 and 18 lbs, three
levels of speed are 30, 60 and 120 feet/min. Tension was kept at the minimum level and kept
constant since it will stretch the substrate and introduce distortion.
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Figure 6-4 The 23 full factorial design of printing load and speed
Other than the full factorial experiment, a 1-dimensional scan of the effect of speed on dimension
variation, distortion and air trapping phenomena was also conducted. Speed levels used are: (30
ft/min, 60 ft/min, 120 ft/min, 240 ft/min and 400 ft/min) at a printing load of 18 lbs.
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7 Results and Analysis
In this section, result from the project as well as the experiments are summarized including
control performance, print quality and machine performance, achievements and problems are also
discussed.
7.1 Control Performance
In the beginning of the project we performed experiments with the intention of adjusting the
machine to achieve stable and smooth operation, which served as a good foundation for our later
more systematic design of experiments. The PID parameter was tuned during that period so as to
provide good and timely control of the tension. Different PID parameters are tuned to match
different speeds. Typical control profiles at different speeds are shown in Figure 7-1 to Figure 7-5
and a summary of the tension statistics are listed in Table.
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Figure 7-1 Typical Profile of Tension and Load under PID Control (30 ftm)
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Typical Profile of Tension and Load (60 ftm)
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Figure 7-2 Typical Profile of Tension and Load under PID Control (60 ftm)
Typical Profile of Tension and Load (120 ftm)
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Figure 7-3 Typical Profile of Tension and Load under PID Control (120 ftm)
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Figure 7-4 Typical Profile of Tension and Load under PID Control (240 ftm)
Tvoical Profile of Tension and Load (400 ftm)
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Figure 7-5 Typical Profile of Tension and Load under PID Control (400 ftm)
Table 7-1 Tension Statistics at different speeds
30 60 120 240 400
Mean 2.09 2.12 2.16 2.24 2.69
Median 2 2.1 2 1.55 1.9
Standard Deviation 0.69 0.89 1.31 1.89 2.05
Minimum 0.6 0.2 0 0 0.6
Maximum 4.8 5.1 7.2 6.8 7.8
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7.2 Results from Designed Experiments
This section shows the results from the design of experiments, for more details, refer to Kanika
Khanna [8]. A color-bar map plotting the length and width of the sample pixels at each
combination of load and speed and vector maps showing distortion at each combination of load
and speed can be found in Appendix A.
We found that the yield of pixels was very consistent. All the prints we made had almost a 100%
yield and no region on any of them was missing. The results for the dimensional and distortions
have been summarized in Table [8]. As we can see that the distribution of the dimension are very
concentrated around the mean value, which shows the robustness of the process. There is no
proof of systematic variation either along or perpendicular to the print direction.
Table 7-2: Consolidated Results for Distortions and Dimensions from 3 x 2 Set of Experiments [8J
Inputs Distortions (um) Dimensions (uIm)
Speed Load Length Width
fpm) (Ilbs) Max Average 95%ile Avg Std. Error Avg Std. Error
30 5 32 13 28 133.09 0.07 40.40 0.05
60 5 65 26 60 133.03 0.06 40.27 0.05
120 5 51 21 49 133.17 0.07 40.39 0.06
30 18 52 21 45 133.22 0.06 40.43 0.06
60 18 64 19 47 133.13 0.08 40.38 0.06
120 18 46 17 37 132.76 0.05 40.21 0.06
In table and table are the analyses of variance (ANOVA) for average pixel length and average
pixel width, respectively. ANOVA show that there is no evidence that either printing speed or
printing load have any effect on the dimensions as the neither of F values exceeds the F-critical.
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Table 7-3: Analysis of Variance for Average Pixel Length for 3 x 2 Set of Experiments [8]
Anova: Two-Factor Without Replication for Avg. Pixel Length
ANOVA
Source of Variatior SS df MS F P-value F crit
Speed 0.037537 2 0.018768 0.40894 0.709753 19.00003
Load 0.005086 1 0.005086 0.11082 0.77087 18.51276
Error 0.091791 2 0.045895
Total 0.134414 5
Table 7-4: Analysis of Variance for Average Pixel Width for 3 x 2 Set of Experiments
Anova: Two-Factor Without Replication for Width
ANOVA
Source of Variatior SS df MS F P-value F crit
Speed 0.014568 2 0.007284 0.60801 0.621887 19.00003
Width 0.000247 1 0.000247 0.020655 0.898896 18.51276
Error 0.023959 2 0.01198
Total 0.038774 5
In table we performed ANOVA for distortions at 95 percentile. Since the pattern here is
potentially used for display manufacturing considering the resolution of human eye, the metric in
interest is maximum distortions rather than average. As we can see, neither speed nor load has
any effect on the distortions.
Table 7-5: Analysis of Variance for 95 percentile Distortions for 3 x 2 Set of Experiments [8]
ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Speed 547.7158 2 273.8579 2.642816 0.274513 19.00003
Load 44.75454 1 44.75454 0.431896 0.578578 18.51276
Error 207.2471 2 103.6235
Total 799.7174 5
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7.3 One Dimensional Speed Scan
We investigated the dimension and distortion result at different speed (30, 60, 120, 240, and 400
feet/min), the load is set at 18 lbs. We found that the quality of the pint is consistent across
different peed in the range we investigated except some air trapping at high speed which will be
discussed in next section. There is no obvious trend of dimensions along different speeds.
The average pixel lengths and widths, along with their 95 percent confidence intervals have been
plotted in Figure 7-6. We found that there is very high correlation between the average length and
width dimensions, which indicates that the dimensions are dependent on some error functions.
The stamp was re-inked just before the 240 fpm run, which we believe is the cause of the increase
in the average dimensions.
Figure 7-6 95 percent confidence intervals on the average pixel lengths as a function of printing speed
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7.4 Air Trapping
Air trapping is the phenomena of air being sandwiched between the PDMS stamp and substrate,
causing under-contact in the air-trapping area which prevented the transfer of ink from 
the stamp
onto the gold substrate and thus, leaving a "loop-hole" on the ink protected area 
which is later
etched and further expanded by etchant as shown in Figure 7-7. We found that, at 
high speed, a
systematic air trapping pattern (Figure 7-8) began to show up at the speed of 120 feet/min and
became more and more obvious as speed increase from 240 feet/min to 400 feet/min 
(Figure 7-9).
Figure 7-7 Typical air trapping(under 50X microscope)
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7.5 Stamp Durability
The stamp we used is proved to be of good durability. We used the same stamp during our one
month-long machine tuning and experiments during which we ran plain PET and gold-deposited
PET through the machine as much as 0.5 hour a day, as a conservative estimation, the stamp
printed around 90000 feet or 17 miles of substrates. However, it still yields good prints all the
time. It is until near the end of the project that it began to show some sign of fatigue partially due
to physical worn out and partially because that dust particles have be embedded into the surface
of the stamp. In Figure 7-10, we show a comparison of the first and last print of the stamp, which
demonstrates the durability.
First Print Last Print
Figure 7-10OComaprison of stamp situation at first print and last print
7.6 Continuous Etching Machine
We ran substrate through the continuous etching machine at 4 feet/min. The slow speed is caused
by the long etching time and the limitation of the size of the etch bath. We found several
problems in this process. First, under such a slow speed, agitation becomes a problem since we
cannot rely on the motion of substrate in relative to the etchant as a way of agitation. Instead,
manual agitation is used by hand-knocking at the side of the etch bath to provide vibration.
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Second, without a temperature control system in the etching process, the heat energy in the
etchant is quickly transferred to the mental etch machine, causing the etching be conducted at a
temperature lower than the optimal condition which further reduce the activeness of the etchant.
Figure 7-11 is the etching process.
Figure 7-11Photo of continuous etching machine
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8 Conclusion
In this project, we successfully built a roll to roll fashion machine for high speed continuous
micro-contact printing. The result is promising: we were able to print at a speed as high as 400
feet/min, 4 times higher than state of the art technique [18], with very consistent print quality. We
found through the design of experiments that neither load nor speed, at the investigated range,
could be proved to have effect on the print quality. In all conditions, dimension variation is under
1 pm and the best maximum distortion can be controlled as low as 30 Pm. The stamp we
fabricated also shows a long life, which is still yielding good prints after running through a
conservative estimation of 90000 feet or 17 mile of substrates in a month. The novel stamp
wrapping method successfully improved the quality of stamp on the cylinder and served as a
paradigm and basis for future improvement. The etching machine proved the possibility of roll to
roll etching and raised some problem to be solved in the production such as the lack of agitation.
We also found that:
1. Higher print load, although cannot help improve dimension variation or distortion, can
improve print quality by eliminating pin-holes and increase print yield.
2. In the roll to roll printing design, the alignment of the stamp along the print direction is
critical since it has an obvious effect on the distortions.
3. The speed limit of this roll to roll design is mainly determined by three factors:
mechanical design (strong enough to restrain vibration during high speed printing), contact
time (low boundary is the ink transfer time) and aerodynamics (air trapping phenomena).
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9 Future Work
In this project, we demonstrated and analyzed the high speed micro-contact printing. However,
due to the limitation of both time and resources, the machine we made is still at prototype level,
which suffers from some problems such as environment change and dust. We did not extend the
research into many areas which would otherwise be interesting due to these limitations either.
Furthermore, some problems appeared when the printing speed increases to a certain level which
has never been observed before, all of which worth further research. Listed below are some of the
future works that we believe will be interesting:
1. Analyze the effect of stamp alignment to the printing direction on the distortion pattern in
more detail and trace the diamond shape distortion.
2. Investigate the effect of stamp thickness and its interactions with other factors on dimension
variations and distortions.
3. Investigate if higher tension can help the completeness of SAM formation and reduce defects
in the print such as pin-holes.
4. Perform SEM analysis of the edge roughness of the printed lines can serve as another metric
of print quality measurement besides the width and length of the pixel used in this project.
5. Maintain standardized conditions during all the experiments (temperature, humidity) and add
in constant inking and stamp cleaning roller.
6. Add an additional idle roller right after the print roller serving as a wrap angle adjuster to
provide a constant wrap angle and provide the possibility of using positive wrap angle.
7. In all our prints, the print direction is the same. Printing in the reverse direction is needed to
see the effect of print direction on air trapping (determining if it's the air trapping in the
triangular are is due to its larger contact area or the increasing rate of contact area)
8. Investigate more fully the durability of the stamp, which should be especially of interest for
large scale manufacturing
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9. Reduce the dust by adding to the machine static-remove mechanism or seal the enclosure and
add a vacuum.
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Initialize of the high speed I/O on PLC(YO-Step, Y1-Dir)
The number in V3633 is the speed of the pulse in 10pps
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Enable Rotation for
Inking
C6
( SET)
Enable Rotation for
Inking
Pulse to stepper
YO
I ET
PRINT K2
"Inking"
RINT K2
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Under Maintance Mode, press start button to begin inking process
Maintenance Mode
Enabler Front LC
start button
C7 X4 V2104 K1
When Stop button pressed again, stop inking process
Maintenance Mode
Enabler
C7
During Inking Process
Maintenance Mode Enable Rotation for
Enabler Inking
C7 C6
80
I I I I
r\ol
I . r I I
Ladder Logic Program for Machine Control
Maintenance Mode
Enabler
C7
PRINT K2
"$N Maintenance Mode Enabled $N" "Date:"
V7774 "/" V7773 "/ " V7772" Weekday: "
7771 "$N" "Time: "V7770" : "V7767 " : "
V7766 " : "V7747 "$N"
Maintenanc
Enab
C7 aintenance Mode Disabled $N" "Date: "
"/"V7773"/"V7772" Weekday: "
"$N" "Time: "V7770" : "V7767 " : "
":"V7747 "$N"
Front LC
V2104 V2204
Maintenance Mode
Enabler
C7
PRINT K2
$N"V2104:DB ", "V2106:DB" Time: "V7770
V7767 ":" V7766 ":" V7747 "$N"
---- ;f.t-
Rear LC
V2106 V2206
--- i
Ivlalntenanc
Enabl
C7t I-
V2206
END )
END )
NOP
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